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Checking Out Ubuntu MATE 20.04

Ubuntu MATE 20.04 was released recently, and as the latest LTS release for the project, it has a lot riding on its shoulders.

Bad Voltage: 3×04: They Call It Dot Egg

BSD Now: Speedy Bridges

+- Unix has won in every conceivable way. And in true mythic style, it contains the seeds of its own eclipse. This is my subjective historical narrative of how that happened.
I'm using the name "Unix" to include the entire family of operating systems descended from it, or that have been heavily influenced by it. That includes Linux, SunOS, Solaris, BSD, Mac OS X, and many, many others.

Both major mobile OSs, Android and iOS, have Unix roots. Their billions of users dwarf those using clunky things like laptops and desktops, but even there, Windows is only the non-Unix viable OS. Almost everything running server-side in giant datacenters is Linux.

How did Unix win?